OBUTUMWA BWA EDITA

Enjura zigwiire mbwenu abahangi bagyenzi bangye mubaye emuiti ebeineire omugasho omubiro byomaisho.
Nimwije tukwatanise turinde ebyobuhangwa bwaitu.

Reeba oburuzi burungi nikireta obwesigwa, okwehayo kurinda ebi Ruhanga yaragiire omuntu omukibanja Eden.
Oije omu TIST pugurum oweiyiire kwetegyereza bingi, enkora nungi nobumwe!

EDITORS MESSAGE

The rains have come therefore my fellow farmer's plant trees which will be useful to you in future. Come, let us unit and preserve the environment.

Look here the good citizenship is brought by honesty voluntarism and keep what God has commanded man in the Garden of Eden.
You come to TIST programs and increase on your understanding the good work and unity!!

Ara Baanyanga
English Version of TIST News

WHO IS A SERVANT LEADER?

One hand cannot nurse a child
Listen a mistake
Do not command
Give direction
Do not curse
Rather bless
Speak no ill about others
Understand that you are sailing
Even though you are a captain
Always be humble
To neighbours be ordinary
Respect all
Hear a lot, see more, talk less
Remember, listen, be silent, contain some letters
When criticized, take it easy
Do not do anything you are not sure of
You will not regret
Act after consultation
Do not defer important issues
Strike when the iron is hot
Keep the fire burning
Plan ahead of time
Noah did not build the ark when it was raining.
TIST plans ahead of time.

ROTATIONAL LEADERSHIP

We encourage SGs meetings to be chaired by different rotating leaders so that people may understand the roles of a leader.

We have to keep good things from the SGs members.
We have mutual understanding amongst ourselves.
We have to be situational to the changes.
We educate ourselves to improve the standards.

We are servants to each other
We are guides to one another
We are mirrors to our surroundings.
We act as stick yard.

Teaming up for success
Bringing together the falling a part
Building on a rock for a better house.
Writing the good will with authority from the source.
Planning for the colorful future in time.

The shepherds keep the flock.
The gardener minds the crops.
The leader keeps the led.
All in all talents for success in our business lies in the hands of Almighty, the creator.

A HAPPY MEMBER OF SG

I am very pleased as a TIST member. I joined the small group three years back when Rev. Enoch and Fred came to Nyakiborera for TIST Programs. I was encouraged to grow more fruit trees. I am happy with the growth they are showing.
The trees can be planted along the road side, paths around our piece of land and this increases the space for us who have little piece of land.

I enjoyed the photography the machine produced. I was impressed for my trees counted that will bring me the incentive of which I was informed that the more one grows the more incentive one shall receive. This can be when I keep the given gas agreement of 20 years without cutting trees. The trees needed include the indigenous ones which are easily obtained.

Let me encourage my group members to have a nursery bed. This will ease and support us to have seedlings near.
Tree planting is a good hobby because it is conserving the nature. The nature was disturbed.

Eka enukuhwerwa sente z'emitiri